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ENERGY PORTFOLIO
SusLab (INTERREG NWE) – social housing renters

BOCS (CLIMA-KIC) – office buildings employers and employees

ENERGE (INTERREG NWE) – secondary school building students, 

teachers and staff

2012-2014

2015-2017

2019-2023



LECTURE OBJECTIVES
• Transition to energy management for building occupants

• Transition to energy learning communities for building occupants



What kWh means for you?



SusLabNWE, RCA study: “How does energy look like?”



SusLabNWE, RCA study: “How does energy look like?”



SusLabNWE, RCA study: “How does energy look like?”



(Strengers and Mallers, 2014)
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Photo: Howard McWilliam, The Telegraph 16th October 2014 – “Bills soar by up to £193: how to beat the rise”

Rational and economical individual

Behavioural Gap
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People as interveners

Photo: Howard McWilliam, The Telegraph 2nd January 2013 – “Winter energy bills ‘will reach £530 a quarter’”
Social practices versus individuals



Make and remake our homes to make it ‘feel right’

(Pink and Mackley, 2014)
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Flow management



(Hargreaves 2011)

Make everybody feel right
Financial impact

Be productive
No financial concern

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

Interveners of flows

Photos: Pixabay
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(Liedtke et al. 2012)Living Labs



SusLabNWE – Integrated Methodology

SusLab integrated 
methodology
Romero Herrera (2016a,b)



Competence of people to sense and learn about 
existing practices and comfort

Autonomy of people to prototype and adapt 
pleasurable and meaningful sustainable practices

SusLab intended impact



SusLab reflective interfaces



Romero (2016)

SusLab reflective interfaces



Sept 20 -26

Sept 26 –Oct 03

Madrid Pilot: 2 weeks objective data from renovated house (2014)



Sept 20 -26

Sept 26 –Oct 03

Madrid Pilot: 2 weeks objective data from non renovated house



Sept 20 -26

Sept 26 –Oct 03

Madrid Pilot: 1 week objective & subjective data from renovated house



Sept 20 -26

Sept 26 –Oct 03

Madrid Pilot: 1 week objective & subjective data from non-renovated house



BOCS – in-situ comfort 
assessment Romero Herrera et al (2018)













2 types of reporting behaviour
Autonomous Controlled

Sample representation Inconsistent & low (half reports by 
less than ¼ of autonomous reporters

Consistent & high (half reports by more 
than 40% of controlled reporters)

Longitudinal representation
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Sporadic & decreasing Frequent & constant

Voting representation High variability (half of 
autonomous voting covers a 
wider range (1.6 C) than the 
controlled profile

High uniformity (half of 
autonomous voting covers a 
narrower range (0.9 C) than 
the controlled profile

Distribution of reports across 
participants/rooms

Distribution of reports across 
participants/time

Distribution of reports across voting 
scale

Gr
an

ul
ar

ity



Conclusion
The typology of reporting behaviour could be used to assess the 
completeness and granularity of the dataset

Participation strategies could adjust for controlled and autonomous 
reporting styles by considering differences in fixed versus flexible reporting 
protocols, authoritative versus suggestive styles of reminders

Self-reported analysis should assess the methodological accountability of 
embedding reporting behaviour analysis and contextual factors in the 
assessment of comfort to consider contextual explanations of a quantified 
observed phenomenon.



Insights from occupants

Competence: most people feel that they could do 
little to be more efficient

Autonomy: of people to attach values to energy 
dynamically

Competence/relatedness: most feel the need to be 
commonly guided to ‘act right’
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#transdisciplinary



#transdisciplinary

#transnational

#context oriented
#multi perspectives













Energy 
literacy 

approach

cognitive 

affective 

behavioural

#understand

#system thinking
#understand

#sensitivity
#development

#show
#understand

#demonstrate

C2 system impact of energy 
production and consumption

C3 energy conservation 
practices and alternatives

C4 environmental and 
civic responsibilityC5 decision and action wrt energy 

production and consumption

C1 the science and 
nature of energy

ENERGE COMPETENCE 
FRAMEWORK

C6 decision and action with respect 
to the physical and social context 

#context literacy



_meaning
_competence
_material

#social practice theory

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE 
CHANGE?



I want to involve 
others in trying 
greener ways to deal 
with high 
temperatures, not 
enough sunlight, 
and stuffy air

I wonder whether to 
do something 
greener (like others) 
when bothered by 
heating or lack of 
fresh air

It doesn’t seem worth or 
not in my hands to do 
anything greener when 
feeling uncomfortable

_autonomy
_competence
_relatedness

#self-determination theory

C6 decision and action with respect 
to the physical and social context BEYOND THE USUAL SUSPECTS







#co-learning
#context sensitivity
#ownership



















































ENERGE INTENDED IMPACT

Competence: energy literacy, context literacy, data 
literacy

Autonomy: a collaborative space for different 
engagement profiles (energy values)

Relatedness: a collaborative space to teach and 
learn about energy and comfort practices



Let’s critically think about the energy use and comfort in our schools 

GREENGAGE 1.0





LECTURE OBJECTIVES
• Transition to energy management for building occupants
• Awareness, ownership and social structures in the design of Energy 

Management for building occupants
• Engagement with the physical and social context in the interaction with Smart 

technologies

• Transition to energy learning communities for building occupants
• Competence: Energy, Context & Data literacy
• Autonomy: The social practice nature of energy values
• Relatedness: collaboration in teaching & learning


